CHAPTER I
HENRY GEORGE: AN INTRODUCTION
O
N JULY 9, 1881, Alfred Russell Wallace, the British natu-
ralist, wrote to his friend, Charles Darwin, from Godalm-
ing:
I am just doing what I have rarely if ever done before—reading a
book through a second time immediately after the first perusal. I
do not think I have ever been so attracted by a book, with the excep-
tion gf your Origin of Species and Spencer's First Principles and
Social Statics.»I wish therefore to call your attention to it, in case
you care about books on social and political subjects, but here there
is also an elaborate discussion of Malthus's "Principles of Popula-
tion/' to which both you and I have acknowledged ourselves in-
debted. The present writer, Mr. George, while admitting the main
principle as self-evident and as actually operating in the case of
animals and plants, denies that it ever has operated in the case of
man, still less that it has any bearing whatever on the rest of social
and political questions which have been supported by a reference
to it. He illustrates and supports his views with a wealth of illustra-
tive facts and a cogency of argument which I have rarely seen
equalled, while his style is equal to that of Buckle, and thus his
book is delightful reading. The tide of the book is Progress and Pov-
erty. It is the most startling, novel and original book of the last
twenty years, and if I mistake not will in the future rank as making
an advance in political and social science equal to that made by
Adam Smith a century ago.
Darwin died less than a year later without recording whether
he had read Henry George's book. But very many others read it.
"Henry George," wrote John A. Hobson in 1897, "may be con-
sidered to have exercised a more directly powerful influence
over English radicalism of the last fifteen years than any other
man,'*
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